“GENESIS DAY”
ADRIA (Rovigo ‐ Italy) Friday 10th August 2012
Event promoted by Adria borough in the 40th anniversary of the first Genesis Italian concert ever,
held in Adria Teatro Comunale on April 6th 1972

Special guest: STEVE

HACKETT, Genesis guitarist

Adria (RO), Sala Cordella con Giardino Residenza Municipale

Program
6,30 PM ‐ Genesis

lyrics through images

with Maurizio and Angéla Vicedomini
The Swiss photographers will talk about their recent book “Genesis – In Our Flight Of Fancy”,
where they expressed in 60 stunning photographs, through their creativity, the images inspired by
Genesis lyrics. A thrilling trip through imagination, art of photography and a top quality design
contained in a deluxe book.
7,00 PM ‐

Genesis in 10 books

with Mario Giammetti
Journalist, music critic, but above all unstoppable Genesis academic, Giammetti has published,
since 1988, 10 books devoted to the band and their solo careers. A love that has taken the form of
scholarly research and historic rigour, willing to give the right relevance to the unparalleled talent
of musicians that allowed us to dream for over 40 years.
7,30 PM – 6

th

April 1972, memories of the gig
with Steve Hackett

Genesis legendary guitarist comes back to Adria 40 years after the very first Italian Genesis con‐
cert, that helped the band to gain international success, to share memories about that night and
generally about his unstoppable career inside and out the band. A unique opportunity to take
some pictures and getting autographs from a rock icon. Plus collectibles, memorabilia, surprises
and, thereafter, a rich aperitif featuring the "Ciabatta Polesana", the famous bread of Adria. Steve
Hackett, the guitar legend, was a key part of the growth and the global affirmation of Genesis
worldwide.
10 PM – Duke in concert
After a short Genesis acoustic set by Ludovico Paganin, with Duke, the Genesis tribute band from
Padua famous for the precision of the performances, the fidelity of transcriptions and the original
interpretations of Genesis classics, we’ll live again the emotions of the extraordinary Genesis rep‐
ertoire in a unique setting, in front of the theatre that hosted the original concert 40 years before.

